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In this report, we examined undergraduate results for questions QU41 and QU41A, which asked students whether they have heard of the term “digital humanities”, and in what context.

QU41: Have you ever heard the term "digital humanities"?

Total Respondents: 233 out of 312

Yes: 8%
No: 67%
No Answer: 25%
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Fig. 1: QU41 results
QU41A: If so, in what context?

Total Respondents: 21 out of 25

Of those, nine had heard of DH in an academic context, three through the University of Miami library, three social media, four friends, one through their work as a library research scholar, and four miscellaneous: “don’t remember”, “the future of literature”, “No”, and “computing technologies”.

---

1 Only those who answered “Yes” to QU41 were able to access this question.